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Abstract. Purity of methods is the term given to the demand
that mathematical proofs use methods that are in some sense ap-
propriate to the theorem that they prove. Using Selberg’s elemen-
tary proof of the Prime Number Theorem as a case study, I argue
that any philosophical account of the purity of methods must be
able to establish a connection between the methods permissible in
a pure proof and the historically contingent domains into which
mathematical knowledge is organized. Such an account will be an
account of pure solutions to mathematical problems, which are in-
separably tied to our historically contingent means of conceiving
them, and not of pure proofs of ahistorical theorems. This pa-
per provides an account of the purity of methods along these lines,
and shows that this account can interpret and explain common be-
liefs about purity. This account brings to the surface connections
between purity and mathematical explanation that both explain
why pure proofs are valuable, and promise insight into the nature
of mathematical explanation.

1. Introduction

Purity of methods is the term given to the demand that mathemat-
ical proofs use methods that are in some sense appropriate to the the-
orem that they prove. A common account of purity of methods goes
roughly as follows. Each mathematical fact belongs to a particular
genre - some facts are geometric, others arithmetic, number theoretic,
or topological. The best proofs explain mathematical facts by giving
the objective reasons why these facts obtain. These reasons are math-
ematical facts, either of the same genre as the fact to be explained or
of another. This raises the threat of circularity, for if some facts of one
genera G1 are objectively prior to other facts of a genre G2, and some
facts of G2 are objectively prior to some facts of G1, then because facts
within a genre are heavily interconnected it is very likely that some
mathematical fact will turn out to be both objectively prior and pos-
terior to itself. To avoid this problem, it is held that certain genera
are objectively prior to other genera, for example it might be held that
geometry is objectively prior to arithmetic. Then the facts that are
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objectively prior to a fact f of a genre G are the facts of G known
without reference to f together with known facts from all genera prior
to G. This view was held in some form by many philosophers including
Aristotle and Leibniz, and by mathematicians such as Bolzano.1

This view has four tenets, each of which proves to be problematic:

(HP1) Each mathematical fact belongs to a unique genre.
(HP2) There is a strict partial order2 of priority on genera such that
(HP3) If G1, G2 and G3 are distinct genera, with both G1 and G2 prior

to G3, then either G1 is prior to G2 or G2 is prior to G1.
(HP4) An explanation of a mathematical fact f of a genre G is a proof

of f which relies only on facts of G known without reference to
f together with known facts from all genera prior to G.

(HP1), if true, is far from obvious. We can state and prove the fact
that Σ∞

k=11/2
k = 1 using elementary analysis, as a fact about series of

real numbers. We can also give a geometrical argument for this fact,
treating the terms in the sum as areas of squares. It seems right in this
case to say that the fact in question is both a fact of synthetic geometry
and a fact of analysis, and hence does not have a unique genre. More-
over, if mathematical genera are taken to represent particular areas of
mathematical inquiry as practiced by current mathematicians, it is not
clear why the contingent structure of mathematical research programs
should relate to the structure of mathematical facts. As the facts of
Euclidean geometry have come to be recast first as theorems of analytic
geometry and then of projective geometry, it might seem that math-
ematical facts themselves transcend the particular genera into which
mathematicians place them, and indeed it is precisely this transcen-
dence that allows mathematical facts to be recast in new theoretical
lenses. It will be a central concern of this paper to understand the pu-
rity demand in light of this independence of mathematical facts from
our historically rooted means of conceiving them as facts of certain
genera.

To illustrate the difficulties involved in adopting (HP2), we will adapt
an argument by Detlefsen (1988) to the effect that it is impossible to
make sense of the notion of explanatory priority in mathematics. The
problem is that the objective grounds for a mathematical fact would
have to be not only sufficient but also necessary for that fact to obtain.

1For an overview of historical views on purity, see Detlefsen (2008) and Detlefsen
and Arana (2011).

2To improve readability, the definition of a strict partial order as well as the
definitions of all further mathematical terms used in this paper will appear in the
appendix.
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For in many cases, such as the empirical sciences, there may exist sev-
eral potential grounds g1 and g2 for a fact f, only one of which (say, g1)
actually obtains, and then g1 is the ground for f. But in mathematics,
any fact which potentially obtains necessarily obtains, and therefore
both g1 and g2 would give objective reasons for f. This trivializes the
notion of objective grounds. Hence all mathematical facts which are
sufficient to ground f are also necessary conditions for f to obtain. If
necessity here is conceived implicationally, then to say that a theorem
T has grounds Γ is to assert that T ⇐⇒ Γ. But most interesting
mathematical theorems are weakening implications, resulting from ar-
guments to the effect that Γ ⇒ T, where T �⇒ Γ, so most theorems
come out to be ungrounded on this account. We might weaken this
implicational understanding of necessity to a ’mosaic’ model, whereby
Γ grounds T just in case Γ ⇒ T, and no proper subset Γ′ of Γ implies
T. But then if α and α′ are axioms of a theory, the theorem α ∨ α′

has two grounds: {α} and {α′}, and hence grounds are not unique.3

Lacking any other plausible notion of objective priority in mathemati-
cas that explains how grounds can be both necessary and sufficient for
the truths they ground, we ought to presume against (HP2).

The motivation for (HP3) is the requirement that the objective
grounds for a mathematical fact not be of two sorts, which seems to
follow from the notion of an objective ground. There is a single objec-
tive ground for each mathematical fact, and although this ground may
be stated as a fact of a particular genre in many different ways, this
ground is itself a fact of only one genre. The requirement expressed
by (HP3) is, however, simply too strong to support a rich mathemati-
cal practice, for on the assumption that there are finitely many genera
it amounts to the claim that if G is a genere, then either there are
no genera prior to G or there is a unique genre G′ which is prior to
G and also prior to all G′′ prior to G. This is nearly as strong as the
foundationalist claim that all mathematical propositions are ultimately
set-theoretic, or category-theoretic, and ought to draw suspicion for the
same reasons: surely there are theories capable of interpreting claims in
many other mathematical theories, but this does not give us reason to
suppose that these theories express the ultimate content of, or grounds
for, claims of the theories they interpret.

3What this argument shows is that the advocate of ’mosaic’ grounding must
reach outside the notion of logical consequence to give an adequate account of
objective grounds in mathematics. The triviality of this counterexample stems not
from a failure to take the notion of mosaic grounding seriously, but from the gross
inadequacy of such a reductive account of grounding to account for the diversity of
mathematical grounds.
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Finally, (HP4) expresses neither a necessary nor a sufficient condi-
tion on mathematical explanations. (HP4) does not express a necessary
condition for explanation, because deep results such as the proof of the
insolubility of the quintic using Galois theory are explanatory, yet we
do not want to hold that algebra is objectively prior to real analysis.
Nor is (HP4) a sufficient condition, for the literature on mathematical
explanation is replete with examples of proofs which fail to explain, not
because they make use of resources which are not prior to the conclu-
sion of the theorem, but because they do not illustrate the connection
between these resources and the truth of the theorem in the proper
fashion.

An illustrative example is provided by Hafner and Mancosu (2005),
who consider a test for the convergence of series of real numbers due
to Ernst Kumner. If Bn and an are sequence of positive real numbers
such that

limn→∞(Bn ∗ an/an+1 − Bn+1) > 0,

then Σn∈Nan converges. The first published proof of this result shows
that the sequence (Bn ∗ an) converges, and invokes some algebraic ma-
nipulations to find an arbitrarily small bound on |Σ∞

k ak| in terms of the
limit of (Bn ∗ an). This proof was widely held not to explain Kumner’s
result, not because it uses conceptual resources which are not explana-
torily prior to the result, but because it does not explain the most
puzzling feature of the result, namely that any positive sequence (Bn)
can be used.4 Hafner and Mancosu go on to provide another analytic
proof which explains the result, not by using resources from a differ-
ent genre but by explaining the puzzling fact that no requirements are
placed on (Bn) beyond that its terms be positive.
The point here can be clarified by introducing a distinction. Much of

the literature on mathematical explanation focuses on what I will term
internal criteria for explanation, which answer the question: given a
solution to a problem using certain resources, in what ways must the
solution connect these resources to the statement of the problem in
order to count as explanatory? Other authors have been concerned
with what I will call external criteria for explanation, which answer
the question: from what mathematical resources must a solution to a
problem draw if it is to be explanatory? (HP4) denies the existence
of internal criteria for explanation. Yet the two proofs of Kumner’s
convergence do not differ by any conceivable external criterion for ex-
planation. Insofar as one of these proofs explains and the other does

4Sandborg (1998) takes cases such as this to illustrate the need to conceive
mathematical explanations as answer to why-questions in van Frassen’s sense.
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not, there must exist internal criteria for explanation, and hence (HP4)
cannot be correct.

This section has shown that a straightforward attempt to make sense
of the purity demand by taking seriously ordinary mathematical dis-
course to the effect that pure proofs give the objective reasons why
certain mathematical facts obtain gives rise to a series of untenable
philosophical views. However, the intuitions grounding these views
must be reflected in any account of purity, and we shall see by the end
of this paper that this first attempt is not so mistaken as it may seem.

2. The Current State of the Problem

The views expressed in the first section are not the best available ac-
count of purity. A good deal of philosophical work on purity of methods
has been carried out by Detlefsen and Arana in the past decade. This
section will review and assess their work to situate the discussion, and
to indicate what work remains to be done.

Perhaps the greatest contribution of Detlefsen and Arana comes in
distinguishing three sorts of criteria for determining which resources
are to count as pure in the proof of a theorem. The first falls under
the heading of syntactic purity, and holds that a proof of a theorem T
is pure if and only if all formulae appearing in the proof of T are sub-
formulae of T (Arana 2008). This suggestion is inspired by Gentzen’s
Cut-Elimination Theorem. In first order predicate calculus without
equality, the only inference rule which allows for a sub-formula of a
proof to not appear as a sub-formula of the conclusion is a ‘cut,’ which
infers from premises of the form Γ ⇒ Δ∨A and A∧Γ ⇒ Δ that Γ ⇒ Δ.
Gentzen’s Cut-Elimination Theorem states that any provable theorem
in first order predicate calculus without equality admits of a cut-free
proof. Then on the syntactic view of purity, we have the surprising
corollary that every theorem of first order predicate calculus without
equality has a pure proof, and that there is an algorithm which decides
whether or not a proof is pure.

The principal objection to this criterion, as Arana notes, is that
not all theorems are statable in first order predicate calculus without
equality. When the language is strengthened to a more robust first-
order theory, the Cut-Elimination Theorem must be weakened to allow
cuts of atomic formulae or axioms, but then the ‘pure’ proof guaranteed
by the Cut-Elimination Theorem may make use of atomic formulae or
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axioms that are irrelevant to the result, so the promise of syntactically
pure proofs of all true theorems evaporates.5

A second objection noted by Arana is that the relevance of a mathe-
matical concept to a theorem is not constrained by the syntactic form in
which the theorem is stated. For example, Euclid’s construction of an
equilateral triangle in the first proposition of the Elements is presum-
ably pure, even though it makes use of circles which are not explicitly
mentioned in the statement of the problem. Moreover, insofar as most
theorems admit of several syntactically different statements a syntactic
criterion for purity would seem to make the relevance of resources to
the truth of a theorem depend arbitrarily on the particular manner in
which the theorem is stated.

I want to strengthen Arana’s first objection by raising a point that
the literature on mathematical explanation has long recognized: a
mathematical proof is not a finite list of formulae in first order predi-
cate logic, each of which is an axiom or follows from previous premises
by an inference rule. This is so for three reasons. First, many theo-
rems, for example the result of elementary group theory, cannot even
be stated in first order logic. Second, very few mathematical theories
have been axiomatized, and it does not good to retort that all mathe-
matical theories could easily be axiomatized, for it is difficult to hold
that mathematicians are currently reasoning implicitly from axioms of
which they themselves are unaware. Finally, if in response to the first
claim it is held that a mathematical proof is in fact a deduction in
second- and not in first-order logic, then because second-order logic
lacks a complete deductive system, there is good cause to worry that
many inferences involved in the deduction must be non-logical and the
account therefore fails to provide a reduction.6 A common response
to these difficulties has been to attempt to refine our notion of second
order logical consequence. What lurks behind these efforts is a hidden
logical essentialism. If mathematical proofs are not logical proofs, the
worry goes, how can mathematical provide knowledge and understand-
ing of mathematical objects? My project in later sections is to address

5Arana considers here the example of a topological proof of the existence of infin-
itely many prime numbers, which we will consider in Section III. Surely such a proof
is not pure, yet if the basic axioms of a topological space may be introduced and
later cut from a ‘cut-free’ proof, there is no obstacle to converting this topological
proof into a cut-free and hence syntactically pure proof.

6Poincaré raises another interesting objection, namely that mathematical infer-
ences are not identical to logical inferences because logical inferences are not con-
tentual and therefore cannot extend our mathematical knowledge. See Detlefsen
(1992) and Macbeth (2012).
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the second half of this worry by showing that an account of mathemat-
ical proofs which distinguishes mathematical proofs from logical proofs
is in fact necessary to explain how mathematical proofs can produce
mathematical understanding.

The second notion of purity is logical purity (Arana 2008). Arana
defines logical purity as follows. An axiom set S is logically minimal
for a proposition P if S proves P, and no proper subset of S proves
P. A logically pure proof of P is a proof which uses a logically mini-
mal set of axioms for P. This requirement is to be distinguished from
strong logical purity, in which S is required to be both necessary and
sufficient for P. Arana distinguishes this from a third notion, semantic
purity, in which a proof draws only on notions that must be under-
stood and and accepted in order to understand the theorem. Arana
next distinguishes the notions by giving examples of a theorem that
requires more resources to prove than to understand, and of a theorem
that requires more resources to understand than to prove. The formula
for the roots of a real cubic polynomial can be understood without the
use of complex numbers, being a simple radical equation, but it can-
not be proved without their use, since the radicals in question may be
negative. Hence this formula requires more resources to prove than to
understand. Conversely, we can prove that there exist infinitely many
primes in weakened forms of first-order Peano Arithmetic, but we can-
not claim to fully understand the theorem except in the context of full
second-order Peano Arithmetic, which gives our best characterization
of the natural numbers. Hence this theorem requires more resources to
understand than to prove.

We will not be concerned for the most part with logical purity, not
because it is not an important notion of purity but because there is little
work to be done in defining logical purity, or explaining why logically
pure proofs are valuable. Hallett’s excellent (2008) study of Hilbert’s
Grundlagen der Mathematik casts the Grundlagen as a paradigm of
investigations into logical purity. In the Grundlagen., Hilbert seeks to
discover the logical relations among axioms of Euclidean geometry by
asking what are the minimal sets of axioms in which certain Euclidean
theorems hold. Hilbert is therefore interested in studying strong logi-
cal purity, to which end he employs deep metamathematical methods
rather than limiting himself to simple tools, a fact which distinguishes
the study of logical purity from the study of semantic and syntactical
purity. Hilbert’s crucial claim is that investigations into logical purity
are valuable precisely because they lead to new fruitful areas of mathe-
matical research. His own work raises interesting new problems in field
theory, model theory, and analytic and projective geometry. The claim
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that pure proofs lead to fruitful avenues of mathematical investigation
is often overlooked when dealing with semantically pure proofs, and it
will be a concern of this paper to revitalize the claim.

In their most recent article, Detlefsen and Arana (2011) discuss the
notion of topical purity, which seems to be roughly identical to their
earlier notion of semantic purity, and we will henceforth adopt this
terminology. Their purpose is to identify an epistemic virtue particular
to topically pure proofs, and hence to explain why they are valuable,
and to characterize topical purity more precisely in the process.

We pause to introduce some terminology. Detlefsen and Arana con-
ceive a mathematical investigation P = (?y/n, P, θ) as an ordered triple
of a yes-no interrogative attitude ?y/n towards a proposition P, together
with a particular mathematical formalization θ of P. A solution S to
a problem P = (?y/n, P, θ) is cofinal with P for an investigator α if S
will continue to be a solution to P so long as P continues to be the
content of P for α. The content of a problem P is a set TP of commit-
ments, items such as “definitions, axioms concerning primitive terms,
inferences, etc.” such that if α were to retract any member of TP , the
content of P for α would be changed.7 Detlefsen and Arana hold that
a solution to P is pure if it uses only commitments belonging to TP .
Given this claim, we can now state an epistemic virtue particular to
pure proofs. A solution S of P is stable for α if

(1) S justifies belief in P or in not-P for α.
(2) S is co-final with P for α.

It should be clear that a pure proof is co-final for P, hence pure proofs
provide stable solutions to mathematical problems, in the sense that
any change in our commitments that would require us to reject a pure
solution to the problem would also fundamentally alter the content of
the problem itself, and hence pure proofs persist as long as the problem
they solve.

In many ways, this description of topical purity is powerfully right.
A topically pure proof is just one which draws only on the content
of a theorem, and hence will remain as a solution as long as the con-
tent of the theorem continues to be what it is. But there are three
areas in which this account needs to be improved. First, stability is
hardly a major epistemic virtue of mathematical proofs, since rarely
if ever are mathematical commitments retracted. To say that pure

7Detlefsen and Arana (2011), p.13. Detlefsen and Arana speak here of the con-
tent of θ instead of the content of P, but they cannot mean this - it is the content
of a problem that is at issue, not the content of a proposition and certainly not the
content of a formalization of that proposition.
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proofs are stable is not yet to explain their importance. When Selberg
was awarded a Fields medal, in large part because of his contribu-
tions to a pure proof of the prime number theorem, the mathematical
community expressed a far greater commitment to purity than this dis-
cussion reveals, and we would like to identify epistemic virtues of pure
proofs that reflect the depth of this commitment. Second, Detlefsen
and Arana note that purity seems to be connected to mathematical
explanation, but do not pursue the issue further because mathematical
explanation is currently not well understood by philosophers. In this
paper, I will pursue connections between purity and explanation first,
because these connections represent a much more important epistemic
virtue of pure proofs than their stability, and second, because it may
be that the best way to make headway on mathematical explanation
is to investigate topics such as purity of methods that are connected
to mathematical explanation, rather than waiting for the literature on
mathematical explanation to advance on its own.

Third and more importantly, the agent-relative language in which
Detlefsen and Arana’s account is given will not do. A mathematical
proof is not a proof because it justifies belief by an agent α, but because
it justifies belief by anyone who understands the proof. A proof is not
pure because it draws on the content of a theorem for an agent α, but
because it draws only on the content of the theorem itself. By intro-
ducing this agent-relative language, Detlefsen and Arana hope to avoid
asking what the content of a theorem is and how it is determined, but
without answers to these questions we cannot hope to understand why
topical purity is important. Detlefsen and Arana alternately hint at two
characterizations of the topic of a theorem that are not agent-relative.
The first, as we have already seen, is that the topic of a theorem is min-
imal set of commitments necessary to understand the theorem. The
second is that the topic of a theorem is the set of commitments which
formalize the conceptual content of the theorem. Detlefsen and Arana
hold something like this view when they hold that first-order induction
axioms are admissible in a pure proof of the prime number theorem be-
cause they “mak[e] precise the view that the natural numbers ‘begin’
with 1 and ‘continue’ on thereafter” (2011, p. 13). In the next section,
we will explore these two characterizations of the topic of a theorem in
more detail and show that neither will do; much more work needs to
be done in order to adequately characterize the topic of a theorem.
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3. Determining the Topic of a Theorem

Consider first the view that a pure proof of a theorem is one which
makes use of resources without which our understanding of the theo-
rem would be changed. This view is at once too permissive, and not
permissive enough. It is not permissive enough, because our under-
standing of a problem could be incomplete. Euclid did not know of the
induction axioms for the natural numbers, and hence on this view a
proof of a number-theoretic result in Peano Arithmetic which relies on
induction would not be pure for Euclid, but surely such a proof ought
to be pure. We will see in the next two sections that this view is also
too permissive. For it will be argued that this view must hold that our
understanding of the prime number theorem would be changed if our
commitment to any of the main resources of real analysis were with-
drawn, but that a pure proof of the prime number theorem must not
make more than superficial use of real analysis.

Still further, it is often unclear how to determine whether the with-
drawal of a particular commitment would change our understanding of
a theorem. To see this, we need look no further than Detlefsen and
Arana’s own work. In arguing that there is a topically pure proof of
the existence of infinitely many prime numbers (IP), Arana (2011) be-
gins by showing that Euclid’s proof of IP can be formalized in Peano
Arithmetic (PA), and therefore if we accept that our understanding of
IP would be changed if any part of PA were withdrawn, Euclid’s proof
is pure. We might, Arana worries, be able to understand IP on an intu-
itionstic, second-order classical, or finitistic logic, so Arana shows that
Euclid’s proof of IP can be carried out in these logics too. We might
worry, however, that addition is not needed to understand IP, so we
can respond either that it is essential to our understanding of the nat-
ural numbers (and hence of IP) that the natural numbers are a ring, or
else we could respond by defining addition and multiplication from the
operation of successor and the notion of divisibility, which are presum-
ably essential to our understanding of IP. Or if this is not satisfactory,
Arana shows how a series of 17 hypotheses slightly weaker than PA are
sufficient to prove IP, and finally provides an argument that in fact the
notion of addition is essential to our understanding of IP. The fact that
Arana is concerned here to address so many different understandings
of which commitments are necessary to our current understanding of
a theorem suggests that there is no clear set of commitments without
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which our current understanding of a problem would be changed, or if
there is such a set we cannot easily discover it.8

We might attempt to save the view by holding that a pure proof of
a theorem is one which makes use of resources that are necessary to a
proper or complete understanding of a problem. Putting aside for the
moment the issue of how a proper understanding is to be conceived,
this view risks holding that deep theoretical reductions of problems in
one area of mathematics to problems of another area are pure, because
the second area provides a richer understanding of the theorem under
consideration than its original conceptual setting. This threat appears
in Detlefsen and Arana’s work in the form of a topological proof of the
infinity of the primes by Furstenberg, which they present as follows
(2011, p. 14):

(1) The set {Ba,b : a, b ∈ Z, b > 0}, where Ba,b denotes the arith-
metic progression {a+bn : n ∈ Z} is a basis generating a topol-
ogy on the integers. [Proved by elementary point-set topological
and arithmetic means].

(2) For all a, b ∈ Z, b > 0, Ba,b is both open and closed [Proved by
elementary point-set topological and arithmetic means].

(3) In a topology, unions of finitely many closed sets are closed.
(4) The union of finitely many Ba,b is closed [by (2) and (3)].
(5) Every integer m besides ±1 has a prime factor.
(6) Every integer besides ±1 is contained in some B0,p for p prime.

[By (5)]
(7) Let A =

⋃
pB0,p. Then A = Z \ {−1, 1} [By (6)].

(8) (a) Suppose there are only finitely many primes, so that A is
a union of finitely many B0,p

(b) Then A is a closed set in our topology. [By (4)]
(c) Then {−1, 1}, being the complement of a closed set, is

open.
(d) The basic open sets Ba,b are all infinite.
(e) Each open set is a superset of some basic open set [By the

definition of basis.]
(f) This contradicts the finitude of {−1, 1}.

(9) Hence there are infinitely many primes.

8It will not help here to distinguish our understanding of a theorem from our
understanding of a proof of the theorem. For no criterion for determining the purity
of a given proof should make reference to the resources necessary to understand the
proof, or else the question of whether the resources used in the proof are appropriate
to the theorem being proven drops away.
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On the original view, Detlefsen and Arana can argue that this proof
involves commitments to the definitions of a topological space, open
and closed sets, and of a basis which could be abandoned without
changing our understanding of IP. But now they are open to an ob-
jection. Colin McLarity writes to Arana that this proof should be
understood in light of the Bourbaki program to show that arithmetic
problems can be solved using topological methods (Arana 2011). The
topology employed here is not arbitrary, but is rather the profinite
topology on Z, bringing an arithmetic result about the infinitude of the
primes into dialogue with a well-studied topological notion. Insofar as
many arithmetic truths can be similarly recast in topological terms in
a way that reveals mathematically interesting and fruitful connections
with topological notions, Colin McLarity argues in the Bourbaki spirit
that this shows that arithmetic can only be fully understood in con-
nection with topology, or perhaps even as a part of topology. Then
far from being impure, Furstenberg’s proof is a paradigmatically pure
proof of IP, and it might seem that a purely arithmetic proof is less
pure than Furstenberg’s proof. The Bourbaki claim that arithmetic
can only be fully understood in light of topology is itself contestable,
but the claim is not outlandish: the above proof does indeed establish
clear connections between the arithmetic notions of a prime number
and an arithmetic progressions, and the profinite topology on the in-
tegers. Even if the Bourbaki claim turns out to be false, the point is
that a view of purity which connects purity to the resources necessary
to fully or completely understand a theorem is vulnerable to objections
such as the Bourbaki claim, and there is a good possibility that on this
view topically pure proofs will reach far beyond the original conceptual
setting of a result, which does not seem right.

A second view is that a proof is pure if it makes use only of re-
sources necessary to formulate the contents of concepts mentioned in
the theorem. This seems right, but there are two issues to be resolved.
Note that the set of resources necessary to formulate a concept must
be understood broadly, or else the first proposition of Euclid’s elements
will again be held to be impure because it makes use of circles when
the theorem only mentions triangles. Further, it is often difficult to
say which concepts are mentioned in a theorem. This problem has
appeared before in Steiner’s seminal paper on mathematical explana-
tion, and an examination of this problem in light of Steiner’s work will
shed light on the difficulties here, and help to link the work that re-
mains to be done on purity of methods to outstanding questions about
mathematical explanation.
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Steiner (1978) defines a characterizing property of a mathematical
entity or structure to be a property unique to that entity or structure
within a family of entities or structures. Steiner proposes that an ex-
planatory proof makes use of a characterizing property of an entity or
structure mentioned in the theorem, in such a way that it is made clear
how the result depends on this property, and hence shows how counter-
part theorems may be obtained by slightly varying this characterizing
property.

Consider the proof by induction of the well-known result Σn
k=1k =

n(n + 1)/2. If n = 1, there is nothing to prove, and if the result holds
for n = m, then Σm+1

k=1 k = Σm
k=1k+ (m+ 1) = m(m+ 1)/2 + (m+ 1) =

(m + 1)(m + 2)/2, proving the result. In a footnote, Steiner holds
that this proof is not explanatory, for it does not make use of a char-
acterizing property of an entity mentioned in the theorem.9 Hafner
and Mancosu object that if the theorem mentions the natural num-
bers, then since the proof by induction makes use of a characterizing
property of the natural numbers, namely the induction principle, and
since varying the induction principle to its reformulation for other sets
of natural numbers (for example, the integer squares or the even num-
bers) provides counterpart theorems in the way required by Steiner,
the proof by induction is explanatory by Steiner’s criterion, which is
surely wrong. Hence Steiner must show why the natural numbers are
not mentioned in the theorem in question, but this is far from clear.
If our understanding of the entities mentioned in a theorem is quan-
tificational, then the theorem does indeed mention natural numbers,
and on many commonsense understandings of entities mentioned in
the theorem, this theorem is a theorem about natural numbers.10

There is an analogous problem for this second view of purity, namely
that the contents of a single mathematical concept can be formulated in
many different ways. A circle is, for example, the set of points equidis-
tant from a given center in a metric space, but also a plane figure in
synthetic geometry, and the intersection of a flat plane with a cylinder.
This produces a similar problem for Steiner, for since a mathematical
entity mentioned in a theorem will have different characterizing prop-
erties depending on the mathematical theory in which the concept is
formulated, we should ask of Steiner to specify in which theory the
characterizing property is to reside.

9For a brief discussion of induction and mathematical explanation, see Lange
(2009) and the reply Baker (2010).

10On a Fregean view, the concepts involved in the theorem are natural number
concepts, and hence the theorem is about the concept natural number. This agrees
with my contention that the theorem is a theorem about natural numbers.
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In the previous section, we saw that progress on the question of
purity of methods requires a criterion for determining the topic of a
theorem. In this section, we have seen that two plausible criteria turn
out to be vague and difficult to apply, and on many understandings of
these criteria they often give the wrong result. To see what has gone
wrong, we turn in the next section to a case study which will illuminate
more clearly exactly where these criteria begin to fail.

4. Two Proofs of the Prime Number Theorem

The prime number theorem gives a remarkable description of the
asymptotic distribution of the prime numbers. Let π(x) denote the
number of prime numbers smaller than or equal to a given natural
number x. The prime number theorem can be stated as follows:11

limx→∞
π(x)

x/log(x)
= 1.

The standard textbook proof of the prime number theorem is also
the simplest, but it makes use of deep notions from complex analysis
which seem to be essentially foreign to the problem at hand. We will
briefly review the standard proof, before presenting a second proof by
Selberg, which is, as the next section will argue, pure.12 The standard
proof proceeds by introducing the Riemann-Zeta function

ζ(z) = Σ∞
n=1

1

nz
,

which is defined for complex inputs z with real component greater than
1. The basic strategy is to relate an extension of ζ to the asymptotic
behavior of π through the introduction of the Chebyshev function ψ,
with ψ(x) = Σpk≤x,log(p), where p ranges over the primes. The Cheby-
shev function is important because of the following theorem:

lim
x→∞

ψ(x)

x
= 1 ⇐⇒ limx→∞

π(x)

x/log(x)
= 1,

which reduces the prime number theorem to the analysis of the asymp-
totic behavior of ψ.

The second half of the proof veers into complex analysis, relating the
asymptotic behavior of ψ to the study of the Riemann-zeta function. It
is shown that ζ can be extended to an analytic function with domain
{z ∈ C : Re(z) > 0, z �= 1}. Next ψ is related to the logarithmic

11As is conventional in much of number theory, here log denotes the natural
logarithm loge.

12The first proof of the prime number theorem follows Ash (2007).
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derivative ζ ′/ζ of (the extension of) ζ for Re(z) > 1 by the following
result:

−ζ ′(z)
ζ(z)

= z

∫ ∞

1

ψ(t)t−z−1dt.

Next, it is shown by complex analytic arguments that if f is a nonneg-
ative, nondecreasing function on [1,∞) that is continuous at all but
finitely many points, then the expression

g(z) = z

∫ ∞

1

f(x)x−z−1dx

exists and is analytic. The same argument shows that if g(z)− 1
z−1

can
be extended to an analytic function on an open set containing {z ∈
C : Re(z) = 1}, then limx→∞

g(x)
x

= 1. We can extend ψ to a function
from R → R which agrees with ψ on N, and prove that ψ satisfies the
requirements for f in the above theorem. But we have already shown

that g(z) = − ζ′(z)
ζ(z)

, and can show that g(z) − 1
z−1

can be extended to

an analytic function on an open set containing {z ∈ C : Re(z) = 1}, so
it follows that limx→∞

ψ(x)
x

= 1, and hence the prime number theorem
holds.

This proof leads the reader to view the prime number theorem as a
deep result, one which cannot be understood in number theoretic terms
alone. This was the sentiment of most mathematicians in the years
after the prime number theorem was first proved, in similar fashion to
the above, in 1896. In 1921, Hardy writes:

No elementary proof of the prime number theorem is
known, and one may ask whether it is reasonable to ex-
pect one. Now we know that the theorem is roughly
equivalent to a theorem about an analytic function, the
theorem that Riemann’s zeta function has no roots on a
certain line. A proof of such a theorem, not fundamen-
tally dependent on the theory of functions, seems to
me extraordinarily unlikely. It is rash to assert that a
mathematical theorem cannot be proved in a particular
way; but one thing seems quite clear. We have certain
views about the logic of the theory; we think that some
theorems, as we say lie deep and others nearer to the
surface. If anyone produces an elementary proof of the
prime number theorem, he will show that these views are
wrong, that the subject does not hang together in the
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way we have supposed, and that it is time for the books
to be cast aside and for the theory to be rewritten.13

In 1948, Erdös and Selberg produced elementary proofs of the prime
number theorem which use deep number-theoretic techniques but only
basic notions from analysis.14 Selberg’s published proof is the more
elementary of the two and it is to this proof that we now turn.

Selberg begins by defining a second function ϑ(n) = Σp≤xlog(p), also
due to Chebyshev, noting that since

lim
x→∞

ϑ(x)

x
= lim

x→∞
ψ(x)

x
,

to prove the prime number theorem it suffices to show that limx→∞
ϑ(x)
x

=
1. As before, the prime number theorem has been reduced to the study
of the asymptotic behavior a number-theoretic function, but Selberg
completes this study without turning to analytic methods.

The main part of Selberg’s proof is devoted to proving the formula

ϑ(x)log(x) + Σp≤xlog(p)ϑ(x/p) = 2xlog(x) +O(x).

This part of the proof is quite technical and will not be reproduced here.
For our purposes, it is enough to note that the proof uses entirely ele-
mentary number-theoretic methods, introducing several number-theoretic
functions including the Möbius function μ, the divisor function τ, and
two auxiliary functions λ(d) = μ(d)log2(x/d) and θ(d) = Σd|nλd de-
fined in terms of these. This part of the proof makes use of power-
ful number-theoretic results such as the Möbius Inversion Formula,
which states that if f, g : N → N satisfy f(n) = Σd|ng(d), then
g(n) = Σd|nf(d)μ(n/d), used to establish expressions for sums such
as the well-known Σd|nμ(d)τ(n/d) = 1. With this formula in hand, Sel-
berg introduces a remainder term R(x) = ϑ(x)− x, and notes that to
prove that ϑ(x)/x tends to 1 it suffices to show that R(x)/x tends to
0.

Using the previous formula, Selberg derives a bound for the remain-
der term

|R(x)| ≤ 1

log(x)
Σn≤x|R(x/n)|+O(x

log(log(x))

log(x)
).

Now since ϑ(x) = O(x), there exists some real number r1 and some
positive constant α1 such that for x > r1, R(x) < α1x. By iterative use

13Cited in Goldfeld (2003).
14There is some dispute over the proper attribution of the proof, due to the fact

that Erdös and Selberg published separately. We will not concern ourselves with
questions of attribution here: see Goldfield (2003) for a discussion of these.
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of the above bound on the remainder term, Selberg shows how to find
an increasing sequence (rk) of real numbers and a decreasing sequence
αn of positive real numbers such that for all x > rk, R(x) < αkx.
But Selberg also shows that the sequence (αk) converges to 0, which

establishes that R(x)
x

→ 0 and hence proves the theorem.

5. Implications for the Purity of Methods

The proper analysis of this case study should be clear. The textbook
proof of the prime number theorem is not topically pure, because the
theorem is about the distribution of the prime numbers, but the proof
uses methods from complex analysis which go beyond the topic of the
theorem. The elementary proof of the prime number theorem is pure
because it uses primarily methods from elementary number theory to-
gether with the occasional notions from analysis needed to treat the
notions of limit and logarithm. The sense that these analytic notions
are dispensable is reinforced by Eda (1953), which refines Selberg’s
proof to eliminate all references to real analysis.15

The problem is that any criterion for determining which resources
are contained in the topic of a theorem which limits itself to measuring
those resources against the theorem itself, independent of our histori-
cally contingent ways of understanding the theorem, will not be able
to give this analysis. For such a theory must either ask one-by-one of
each resource used in the proof whether it is contained in the topic of
the theorem, or must set out certain axiomatic theories in which the
proof is to be carried out. In both cases, a large chunk of real analysis
will turn out to be permissible in a pure proof.

In the first case, an argument must be provided to justify why
number-theoretic resources such as the μ and τ functions that are not
explicitly mentioned in the theorem can be used in a pure proof. Such
an argument would go roughly as follows: the theorem is about prime
numbers, which are a particular sort of natural number, and functions
on the natural numbers are needed to make sense of natural numbers,

15Selberg’s mathematical contemporaries were largely agreed that Selberg’s proof
as published does not make essential use of real analysis. For example, van der
Corput (1948) writes of Selberg’s proof: “Leur démonstration est la seuel jusqu’a
présent dans laquelle la théorie des fonctions de variables complex ou réeles n’est pas
employée.” Pambuccian (2010) goes one step further, calling Selberg’s proof “the
essential step in reassigning this theorem to the realm of pure arithmetic...in line
with Hilbert’s concern for the purity of method.” He cites a result by Cornaros and
Dimitracopoulos whereby the Prime Number Theorem can be coded and proved in a
fragment of first-order Peano Arithmetic, crediting Selberg with having contributed
to this development.
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hence these functions are contained in the topic of the theorem. Or
perhaps a specific argument could be provided in each case, by relat-
ing the Möbius function to prime numbers through its definition, and
relating τ to prime numbers through the concept of divisibility. Such
arguments are sufficiently vague and general that almost any number-
theoretic notion could be connected to the topic of the theorem through
the concept of prime number - which is precisely the intention. But
similarly, almost any real analytic notion could be connected to the
topic of the theorem through the concepts of logarithm and limit.

In the second case, any axiomatic theory strong enough to express
the concepts of logarithm and limit, which are contained in the topic
of the theorem, would need to include axioms specifying that the real
numbers are a complete ordered field, and again from here all of real
analysis can be developed in a pure proof. Hence any criterion for
determining which resources are contained in the topic of a theorem
which limits itself to measuring those resources against the theorem
itself will permit the use of real analysis in a pure proof of the prime
number theorem.

This is already too permissive, for the problem with the complex an-
alytic proof of the prime number theorem is that the theorem is about
the distribution of the prime numbers, which is an essentially number-
theoretic notion and not an analytic one. Worse still, analogous to
Detlefsen and Arana’s worry that the proper setting for results about
the real numbers might be the complex numbers, there is an argu-
ment to be had that the proper setting for understanding the resources
of real analysis is in complex analysis. The history of mathematics
is replete with examples of such domain extensions, whereby the grad-
ual realization that enlarging a certain domain of mathematical objects
will lead to theoretical simplification, powerful new methods, and other
mathematical benefits has caused mathematicians to come to view that
domain as a subset of the larger domain. A good example is the turn
in the nineteenth century from the study of the real plane in analytic
geometry to the study of the real plane together with complex points
‘at infinity’ in projective geometry.16 If the relation of real analysis to
complex analysis is, or could come to be, the same as that between an-
alytic and projective planar geometry, then any argument to the effect
that real analysis is permissible in a pure proof of the prime number
theorem will also allow complex analysis, and hence the standard text-
book proof turns out to be pure. This leaves us unable to explain why
the standard proof is dissatisfying.

16See Wilson (1992) and Manders (1989).
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The problem raised by this section can be summarized as follows. We
want to say that the prime number theorem is a theorem of number
theory, and hence any proof which uses number-theoretic methods is
pure. But the theorem itself is independent of our contingent ways
of organizing mathematics into genera, and hence no criterion for the
purity of methods that relies on the content of the theorem alone can
relate the theorem to the genre of number theory in the proper way. A
new approach is needed, which will be provided in the next section.

6. A New Beginning

We can avoid the problems of the previous section by distinguishing
mathematical problems from theorems. A theorem is a statement of
mathematical fact. A mathematical problem is a puzzle understood
in light of various axioms, definitions, problems, and methods which
together characterize what I will term a mathematical domain. The
notion of a domain is not a formal one, and the boundaries of a domain
are not sharp, reflecting the changing nature of our ways of making
sense of mathematics. A mathematical problem belongs to a unique
domain because two mathematically equivalent statements in different
domains represent distinct problems. For example, the problem of
finding an explicit formula for the roots of a quintic real polynomial is
not the same as the problem of solving the Galois group of the general
polynomial of the fifth degree, even though the unsolvability of either
problem yields the same theorem.

Given a problem P and a domain D, a solution to P will be termed
D-acceptable if the solution uses only mathematical resources from D.
The domainD is said to be adequate for P if there exists aD-acceptable
solution to P. We can now state the crucial claim of this section: a
solution to a problem P belonging to a domain D is topically pure if
and only if there exists a D−acceptable solution to P. As a corollary,
we can infer that a domain D is adequate for a problem P if and only
if there exists a D-acceptable solution to P.

The justification for this interpretation of purity is that it captures
the spirit of ordinary mathematical discourse about purity. The histor-
ical claim that mathematical facts or theorems are of certain genera,
and that the best (pure) explanations are those which make use of facts
from the proper genre becomes the claim that mathematical problems
belong to certain domains, and that pure solutions to mathematical
problems make use of facts from the proper domain. The need to allow
for any number theoretic resources to be used in a pure proof of the
prime number theorem, as well as Detlefsen and Arana’s willingness to
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accept all of PA in a pure proof of IP points to a similar view of purity
to this historical view, and hence the identification of pure proofs with
D−acceptable solutions reflects the lessons from the case study of this
paper and Detlefsen and Arana’s study of IP.

This interpretation also places us in a position to resolve many puz-
zles from earlier sections. First, we are now in a position to reassess the
Bourbaki claim that insofar as certain domains, for example arithmetic,
can be shown to have deep relations to other domains, such as topol-
ogy, which are capable of solving problems in the first domain, we have
reason to believe that problems in the first domain (arithmetic) are
really problems of the second domain (topology). On our reading, the
Bourbaki claim is that the problems of arithmetic should be viewed as
topological problems, and that purely arithmetic methods and defini-
tions should give way to topological ones. Such a radical absorption of
one domain into another, although rare, has mathematical precedents,
for example in the assimilation of Euclidean geometry into analytic and
later projective geometry. It is a factually correct description of current
mathematical practice that arithmetic has not been so absorbed into
topology, and hence we can respond that topological solutions of arith-
metic problems are not pure while understanding the Boubraki claim
as a prediction that the two domains of inquiry will eventually merge,
at which point it will be right to claim that the topological solution
to IP is pure, just as a proof of IP in PA2 is pure, even though IP
was originally understood well before the discovery of mathematical
induction.

This account also solves one of Steiner’s two problems. Recall that
Steiner holds a proof is explanatory of a theorem if it makes use of a
characterizing property of an entity mentioned in the theorem in such
a way that it is clear how, by varying the characterizing property, we
could produce and prove similar results. The problems with this ac-
count were first, how to determine which entities are mentioned in a
theorem, and second, in which mathematical theory the characterizing
properties must lie. The answer to the second question is that the
characterizing property of an object mentioned in the theorem must lie
within the mathematical domain to which the problem under consider-
ation belongs. We cannot answer the first question, but unlike Steiner
and many previous accounts of purity of methods we do not need to,
since no reference was made in this account to entities mentioned in a
mathematical theorem or problem.

More importantly this interpretation of purity can explain why pure
proofs are valuable by connecting purity to explanation. Recall the
distinction between internal and external criteria for explanation given
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in Section I. On any reasonable account of the external criteria for
explanation, a solution to a problem which uses resources from the
domain to which the problem belongs will meet the external criteria
for explanation, and hence purity is a sufficient condition for a solution
to meet the external criteria for explanation.

Now this is not to claim that all pure proofs are explanatory. Again,
the proof that Σn

k=1k = n(n+1)/2 by mathematical induction is pure,
but not explanatory, because it fails to meet the internal criteria for
explanation. Nor is the claim here that purity is a necessary criterion
for a solution to a problem to meet the external criteria for explanation.
The proof of the insolubility of the quintic using Galois theory reaches
outside the domain of resources to which the original problem belongs,
but connects these resources to the original spirit of the problem in
such a strong way that it may well meet the external criteria for expla-
nation.17 I do claim, however, that even when a pure proof fails to be
fully explanatory, the proof has explanatory merit. For mathematics
is organized into domains of resources in order that each domain may
picture the problems within that domain in a clearer light. To show
that a domain is adequate to its problems is at once to show that the
domain has been well-structured, and to advance the task of explaining
problems through the resources of that domain.

It is in this light that philosophers should understand mathemati-
cians’ insistence that pure proofs are mathematically fruitful, because
they lead to interesting and mathematically productive logical reorga-
nizations of a subject. In his review of Selberg’s proof of the Prime
Number Theorem, A.E. Ingham notes that this pure proof

opens up the possibility of a new approach in which the
old logical argument [for the Prime Number Theorem] is
reversed, and analytical properties of ζ(s) are deduced
from arithmetical properties of the sequence of primes.
How far the practical effects of this revolution of ideas
will penetrate into the structure of the subject, and how

17The proof begins by observing that the construction of an algebraic formula
for the roots of the quintic gives rise to a tower of extension fields of Q, which
corresponds to a composition series for the Galois group S5 of the last extension
field, and that the composition factors are abelian. Since S5 is not soluble, there
can be no such composition series and hence there is no algebraic formula for the
roots of the quintic. The connection established here between the development of
an algebraic formula of a certain type and the solubility of S5 is tight enough that
we can at least conceive of external criteria for explanation on which Galois theory
would be relevant to the insolubility of the quintic.
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much of the theory will ultimately have to be rewritten,
it is too early to say (Ingham, 596).

The importance of Selberg’s proof for Ingham, as for most mathemati-
cians, was that it paved the way for the reintroduction of elementary
methods into analytic number theory. The hope was that these meth-
ods would lead to fruitful new mathematical research and a radical
organization of the logical structure of the domain. Not all pure proofs
produce such a radical transformation, and by many accounts the im-
pact of Selberg’s methods has been more limited than mathematicians
had hoped.18

The point is that the impact of pure proofs on the practice of math-
ematics is a logical and conceptual reorganization of domains of math-
ematical knowledge. Such conceptual reorganizations form an integral
part of the explanatory project of mathematics, and therefore the epis-
temological value of pure proofs can be at least partially explained by
their contributions to mathematical explanation.

7. Conclusion: Looking Ahead

There is a deep-rooted skepticism in the philosophy of mathematics
towards accounts which make reference to the historically contingent
organization of the subject. Many readers will be tempted to dismiss
the account of purity given in the previous section on this basis. To
allay this skepticism, I want to argue that the form of the solution
given above is inevitable in that any adequate account of the purity of
methods must make reference to the historically contingent structure
of mathematics. In the case study, we saw that any successful account
of topical purity must be able to treat a mathematical question, for
example the prime number theorem, as a question of a certain domain,
for example number theory, and that nothing in the theorem itself is
adequate to make this determination. Similarly in the first section,
we identified a prevalent line of thought according to which mathe-
matical theorems are of certain genera, and ought to be solved using

18Spencer and Graham (2009) make this claim explicitly: “the elementary proof
has so far not produced the exciting innovations in number theory that many of us
expected to follow” (22). But the postrscript to their article written by Pomerance
tempers this assessment, noting that “since the elementary proof, some of the
most profound and exciting results in the field have had strong elementary and
combinatorial leanings” (23). Echoing Ingham, Pomerance then goes on to claim
that these elementary methods may be strong enough to prove new results about
the zeroes of the Riemann zeta function. A very detailed and measured assessment
of the impact of Selberg’s sieve method on analytic number theory is given by
Diamond (1982).
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methods of the genre to which they belong, but found it impossible
to connect mathematical theorems, which are ahistorical, to the con-
tingently structured genera studied by mathematicians. Our task was
then to vindicate an account of mathematical facts as facts of certain
genera in such a way that would connect these facts to historically
contingent genera, and we did this by reducing mathematical theorems
or facts to their contents as problems in particular genera or mathe-
matical domains, developing from here an account of pure solutions to
mathematical problems rather than pure proofs of mathematical the-
orems. Given the need to connect ahistorical mathematical theorems
to historically structured domains of mathematical inquiry, there was
no other place to turn. Having made this turn, we were able to make
progress towards solving questions about the purity of methods that
have plagued ahistorical theories. This suggests that the turn to his-
tory is indeed correct, and that a similar strategy might be pursued in
investigating mathematical explanation more broadly.

The above argument can be stated in the form of a dilemma: if
a philosophical account of the purity of methods is possible at all, it
must make reference to the contingent historical structure of mathe-
matics. Given the ability of a historical account of purity account to
resolve problems regarding mathematical explanation more generally,
we might expect further research to generalize the dilemma as follows:
if a philosophical account of mathematical explanation is possible at
all, it must make reference to the contingent historical structure of
mathematics. The lesson of this paper is then that the study of mathe-
matical explanation cannot avoid the study of history. Looking ahead,
what is needed is a better understand of the historically contingent or-
ganization of mathematical problems into domains, how these domains
have evolved and grown to provide a better and richer mathematics,
and how this growth connects to mathematical explanation.
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9. Appendix: Definitions

This appendix presents definitions of mathematical terms appearing
in the paper, organized by type.

9.1. Set Theory.

Definition 9.1. An ordering (<) on a set S is a strict partial or-
der if for all elements s1, s2 and s3 of S,< satisfies the following two
conditions.

(1) Irreflexivity: s1 �< s1.
(2) Transitivity: If s1 < s2 and s2 < s3 then s1 < s3.

9.2. Topology.

Definition 9.2. Given a set X, a collection T of subsets of X is a
Topology on X if

(1) T contains φ and X.
(2) If {Gα}α∈β is an arbitrary collection of elements of T , then⋃

α∈β Gα is also an element of T .

(3) If {Gk}k<n is a finite collection of element of T , then
⋂
k<nGk

is also an element of T .

Definition 9.3. If T is a topology on X, and G is an element of T , G
is open in the topological space (X, T ). If F is a subset of X such
that X \ F is open in (X, T ), then F is closed in (X, T ). When the
topology on X is clear, we often equivocate between (X, T ) and X.

Definition 9.4. Given a set X, a collection B of subset of X is a basis
for a topology on X if

(1) For each x ∈ X, there exists B ∈ B such that x ∈ B.
(2) If B1 and B2 are elements of B and x is an element of X such

that x ∈ B1 ∩ B2, then there exists B3 ∈ B such that x ∈ B3 ⊂
B1 ∩B2.

If B is a basis for a topology on X, the set TB of unions of elements of
B is called the topology generated by β, and it can be checked that
TB is a topology on X.

9.3. Number Theory.

Definition 9.5. If a, b are integers, we say that a divides b (denoted
a — b) if b = ka for some integer k.

Definition 9.6. The proof of the prime number theorem makes use of
the following functions from N → N which were not clearly defined in
the text:
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(1) π(x) = Σp≤x1, where p ranges over the primes.
(2) τ(x) = Σd|x1.
(3) μ(x) = 0 if μ(x) has a repeated prime factor, and otherwise

μ(x) = (−1)n where x = p1...pn is expressed as a product of
distinct prime factors.

9.4. Analysis.

Definition 9.7. If z = a+ bi is a complex number, then Re(z) = a.

Definition 9.8. Let f(x) and g(x) be functions from R → R. We
write: f(x) = O(g(x)) if there exist real numbers r and K such that
for all x > r, f(x) < Kg(x).

Definition 9.9. Let f be a function from D → C, where D is a subset
of C. A function g : E → C is an extension of f if D ⊂ E ⊂ C and
for all d ∈ D, f(d) = g(d).

Definition 9.10. Roughly, a complex function f is analytic if it is
locally given by a convergent power series. More formally, a function
f : D → C, with D ⊂ C is analytic on E ⊂ D ⊂ C if for every
e ∈ E, there is a power series g(x) = Σ∞

n=0cn(x − e)n which converges
to f(x) in some open set containing e.
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